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Safety Precautions

This instruction manual describes the operation and function of the CV-301. Read
this manual carefully to ensure safe use and maximum performance from your CV-
301.

Symbols
The following symbols alert you to important messages. Be sure to read these
messages carefully.

Failure to follow instruction may lead to injury. (electric
shock, burn, etc.)

Failure to follow instructions may lead to product damage.

Provides additional information on proper operation.

General precautions
• At startup and during operation, be sure to monitor the functions and perfor-

mance of the CV-301.

• We recommend that you take substantial safety measures to avoid any damage
in the event a problem occurs.

• Do not open or modify the CV-301 or use it in any way other than described in
the specifications.

• When the CV-301 is used in combination with other instruments, functions and
performance may be degraded, depending on operating conditions and the
surrounding environment.

• Do not use the CV-301 for the purpose of protecting the human body.

WARNING

CAUTION

Note:
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WARNING

CAUTION

Warnings and cautions specific to the CV series
Do not use the CV-301 series at a voltage other than 24 VDC. Improper volt-
age may cause fire, electric shock, or equipment failure.

■ Usage

• Be sure to turn off power to the controller and any connected devices before
connecting or disconnecting the cables. Otherwise, the camera may be dam-
aged.

• Do not turn off power while setting a parameter. Otherwise, the settings may be
partially or completely lost.

• Do not block the ventilation slots on the CV-301 and the peripheral devices. A
rise in inner temperature may cause equipment failure.

• Do not disassemble or modify the CV-301. This may cause fire or electric
shock.

■ Use environments and conditions
To use the CV-301 properly and safely, do not install the CV-301 in locations with
the following conditions. Use in an improper environment may cause fire, electric
shock, or equipment failure.

• Locations with high humidity, large amounts of dust, or poor ventilation

• Locations where the temperature rises excessively due to direct sunlight, etc.

• Locations where the CV-301 is subjected to vibration or impact

• Locations where water, oil, or chemicals may splash the CV-301

• Isolate the cables as far as possible from high-voltage lines and power lines.
Otherwise, generated noises may cause equipment malfunction or failure.

• The CV-301 and peripheral devices are precision machines. Avoid any vibration
or impact to these devices.

• To install the CV-301 in a location where static electricity is easily built up, be
sure to ground the camera unit.

■ When abnormal conditions are encountered

If the following conditions are encountered, immediately turn off the power. Con-
tinuing to use the CV-301 under abnormal conditions may cause fire, electric
shock, or equipment failure.

Contact your nearest KEYENCE office for repairs.

• When water or foreign matter enters the controller

• When you drop the CV-301 or the housing is damaged.

• When the controller produces smoke or an abnormal smell

Note 1: Maintenance
Do not wipe the CV-301 with a damp cloth or a cloth moistened with benzine,
thinner, or alcohol. If there is a large amount of dust or dirt on the CV-301, remove
it using a tightly squeezed cloth moistened with a dilute solution of a neutral deter-
gent, and then wipe the unit with a soft, dry cloth.

Note 2: Camera
The CV-301 uses a specially-designed camera. A commercially available camera
should not be substituted. (However, any commercially available C-mount lens can
be used.)
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Warranty

See page 115.

Notice

• No part of this manual may be reprinted or reproduced in any form or by any
means without the prior written permission of KEYENCE.

• The content of this manual is subject to change without notice.

• KEYENCE has thoroughly checked and reviewed this manual. Please contact a
sales representative if you have any questions or comments regarding this
manual or if you find an error.

• KEYENCE assumes no responsibility for any errors or omissions in this manual.
No liability is assumed for damages resulting from the use of the information in
this manual, item 3 above notwithstanding.

• KEYENCE will replace any incomplete or incorrectly collated manual.

How to use the ferrite core
The ferrite core shown below is packaged with the CV-301 and OP-27221 (RS-
232C cable).

1. Open the ferrite core.

2. Insert the cable into the ferrite core and press firmly to close it completely.

CV-030 Power supply cable OP-27221
(Not included) (RS-232C cable)

3. Place the ferrite core as close as possible to the CV-301 controller end of the
cable.

CV-030 Power supply cable OP-27221
(RS-232C cable)

Note: To conform to CE regulations in Europe, the ferrite core must be attached to
the cable.

Wind twice. Wind once.

CV-301

CV-030
camera

CV-301

24 VDC
power supply

CV-301

PC
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How this manual is organized

Chapter 1 Overview
Describes the check list for the package contents, as well as the features and
applications of the CV-301.

Chapter 2 Preparation

Explains how to connect and install the CV-301, how to select lenses, and
information about illumination.

Chapter 3 Measurement mode selection by application

Explains the type and operation of the measurement modes and how to select the
appropriate mode.

Chapter 4 Setting procedure

Explains how to use the remote control console to set the CV-301. Describes from
the basic setting to the advanced setting.

Chapter 5 Operation

Explains how to operate the CV-301.

Chapter 6 RS-232C Interface

Explains how to connect the CV-301 to a personal computer and describes the
RS-232C communication to operate the CV-301 using a personal computer.

Chapter 7 I/O terminals

Explains the I/O terminals and connectors, and describes the specifications and
timing diagrams.

Chapter 8 Specifications

Describes the specifications and dimensions.

Chapter 9 Appendix

Describes typical troubleshooting procedures and the list of optional parts. An
index is also included.

WARRANTIES AND DISCLAIMERS
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1.1 Checking the Package Contents

The CV-301/CV-030 package includes the following parts and equipment. Check
that all the parts and equipment are included in the package.

■ CV-301

Controller (CV-301): 1 Quick Guide: 1
Instruction Manual (this manual): 1

Remote control console: 1 Monitor cable (RCA-RCA): 1

Ferrite cores: 2

■ CV-030

Camera (CV-030): 1 Mounting bracket: 1 Plastic fitting: 1

We have thoroughly inspected the package contents before shipment. In the event
of defective or broken items, please contact your nearest KEYENCE office listed at
the end of this manual.

Instruction
Manual
Compact Color Vision System

CV-301 Series

B24-025

Quick Guide
Compact Color Vision System

CV-301 Series

B24-024

* M3 x 6 plastic screw (2)
and plastic washer (2)
included.

* M3 x 6 screw (2)
and washer (2)
included.
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1.2 Features

This section explains the features and major applications of the CV-301 compact
vision system.

1.2.1 Features
New system has achieved high differentiation ability as well as stability. (Patent-pending)

• Only the target color can be reliably extracted.
The CV-301’s color processing enables reliable differentiation between yellow
and white, dark blue and black, or gold plating and silver plating. These colors
cannot be differentiated using monochromatic or gray processing.

• No detection error due to the shadow on a target surface.

If there is a color difference, the CV-301 can differentiate the target regardless
of the variation of illumination distribution, the decrease in light quantity, or the
shadow on a target surface caused by differences in individual targets.

■ Operating principle

The image input circuit converts the camera’s analog signal of the color image into
digital signals, R, G, and B. The CV series also calculates the difference between
these values (R-G, B-G, and R-B), and uses these 6 parameters to extract the
color that matches the one on the screen within the preset tolerance.
The above operation has made high-speed processing and stable extraction of
even dark colors possible.

Extraction with a simple click: Setup time is greatly reduced. (Patent pending)

• Just click the color on the screen that you need to extract.

• To specify the color to be extracted, place the cursor on the color and click the
mouse button like you would in a Windows application.

• The auto-extraction function and zoom function allow simple sensitivity adjust-
ment.

Wide applications from presence/absence detection to positioning

• Presence/absence detection: Area mode
(position adjustment function provided)

• Positioning: Absolute position detection mode

• Displacement detection: Relative position detection mode

➮ Refer to page 18 for a description of each mode.

B
G
R

R–G
B–G
R–B

Camera

A/D con-
version

Difference
calculation

Extraction
and differen-
tiation

Tolerance
setting

Image
processing

Determina-
tion and
output

Determination
result output
Data output
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1.2.2 Application Examples

Detecting shelf life printing

Milk

Milk

Milk

Area

Detects the presence/absence of
shelf life printing or unclear charac-
ters.

Checking for different package
types

Area

Differentiates different package types
by the color of the package.

Checking for medication
information inserts

Medicine

Medicine

Medicine

Area

Detects a missing information insert
by the difference between the color of
the paper and the cap.

Area

Detects a bad mark on a defective
product without being affected by the
background characters.

Detecting bad mark on IC

Detecting stain on sheet material

Area

Detects stain on sheet material by the
difference in color.

Checking for lack of plating

Area

Differentiates between gold and silver
to detect the lack of plating.
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Detecting target for robot handling

Absolute position

Controls robot handling using the
position detection data.

Detecting marks on packaging
material

Absolute position

Detects marks on packaging material
without being affected by the back-
ground print pattern.

Detecting misaligned labels

Relative position

Detects a displaced label on a bottle in
the up/down/right/left direction.

Checking liquid level

Relative position

Determines the liquid level by the
relationship between the position of a
bottle cap and a liquid surface.

Tea

Tea

Tea

■ Reference pages for each mode

edoM noitpircseD erudecorpputeS

aerA 81egaP
,ediuGkciuQni91egaP

)luanamsiht(launaMnoitcurtsnIni23egaP

noitisopetulosbA 02egaP )luanamsiht(launaMnoitcurtsnIni24egaP

noitisopevitaleR 02egaP )luanamsiht(launaMnoitcurtsnIni24egaP
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1.2.3 Application in a Complete System

Indicator, buzzer
Issues an alarm depending
on the comparator output. Control output

Photoelectric sensor,
proximity sensor
Detects a target and sends a
signal to the trigger input
terminal.

Trigger input

Controller
CV-301

24 VDC power
supply
[600 mA min.]

Programmable logic controller
Captures the control output,
changes the program Nos.,
and reads the coordinate data.

Camera
CV-030
(The lens is optional.)

TFT Color Monitor
CV-M30 (Optional)

Monitor cable
(cable length: 2 m)
(accessory)

Remote control
console
(accessory)

Personal computer
Controls the CV-301 and
collects data through the
RS-232C interface.
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1.3 Part Names and Functions

The following illustration shows the part names and functions of the CV-301 .

■ Controller

Power input terminal
(24 VDC, 0 V)
The input terminal of the 24
VDC (600 mA) power supply

Power indicator
Illuminates when
power is supplied.

Input/output terminal
Used to input/output signals. Video output terminal

(RCA connector)
Connected to a monitor.

Modular connector
Connected to the remote
control console or the
RS-232C communication
cable.

Camera connector
Connected to the
camera cable.I/O connector

Used to input/output data.

Power supply unit
(Option)

Camera (CV-030)
Color, 240,000 pixel
CCD camera

Remote control
console
Selects a target or
sets a menu item.

TFT Color Monitor
CV-M30 (Option)
Displays images captured with the
camera or shows setting menus.

Lens (Option)
Brightness and focus are adjusted using a
diaphragm ring and a focus ring.
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1.4 Operation Flow

This section describes the general operation flow for detection using the CV-301.

 Chapter 2 Connecting devices ➞  Page 10

Connect the remote control console, camera, and monitor to the
controller.

Mounting camera ➞  Page 12

Mount the camera and attach the lens.

 Chapter 3 Selecting measurement mode ➞  Page 18
Select the measurement mode best suited to your application.

 Chapter 4 Basic setting ➞  Page 27

Operate the remote control console for the detection setting.

High precision setting ➞  Page 53

Use various functions such as shutter speed selection or
position adjustment.

 Chapter 5 Operating CV-301 ➞  Page 79

Detect a target with the preset parameters.

 Chapter 6 Using RS-232C ➞  Page 83
Save and load the preset parameters and output the mea-
sured value to a PC.

 Chapter 7 Outputting data ➞  Page 93

Use the I/O terminals or I/O connectors to provide comparator
output and numerical value output.

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲ ▲

▲

▲

▲
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Preparation

Explains how to connect and install the CV-301, how to select lenses, and provides
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2.1 Connection

This section describes how to connect cables, mount the controller and camera,
and select a lens.

2.1.1 Connecting Cables
Be sure to turn off the controller before connecting cables. If you connect the
cables while the controller is turned on, the camera or peripheral equipment
may be damaged.

1. Insert the connector for the camera cable.

2. Insert the modular connector for the remote control console cable.

3.  Insert the RCA connector for the monitor cable.

4. Connect the cable for the power supply unit.

Connect the controller’s input/output terminals number 1 and 2 with the 24
VDC power supply unit. Do not turn on power until the mounting procedure is
completed.

CAUTION

Power supply unit

Input/output terminal

Controller

Remote control console

Camera

Monitor

Modular connector

RCA connector

Camera cable
connector

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

1: 24 VDC

2: 0 V
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Allow sufficient space for ventilation (approx. 30 mm) around the controller.

• Do not place the controller upside down.
• Do not block the ventilation slots, as this may cause the controller to stop

operating.

2.1.2  Mounting Controller
■ DIN rail mounting

The controller is designed to be mounted to the DIN rail. To mount or dismount
the controller, move the claw at the bottom of the controller in the direction of
the arrow.

■ Screw mounting

Pull out the four mounting brackets and mount the controller using screws.

■ Mounting position

Mount the controller with the front facing the operator or facing up.

Retractable mounting claw

Retractable
mounting

bracket

Horizontally with front
facing operator:

Correct

With front facing
up:

Correct

Vertically with front
facing operator:

Correct

With front facing
down:

Incorrect

CAUTION
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2.1.3  Mounting Camera
1. Mount a lens to the camera.

Select a lens based on the target size and the distance between the lens and
the target.
➮  Refer to the next page.

2. Secure the camera.

The following two methods can be used to secure the camera.

● Using the included plastic fitting

The plastic fitting has the following screw holes. Use the appropriate ones to
secure the camera.
1) Screw hole for tripod (1/4-20 UNC): 1
2) M3 screw holes: 2
3) M4 screw holes: 2

● Using the included mounting bracket

The mounting bracket has the following screw hole and slots. Use the appropri-
ate ones to secure the camera.
1) Screw hole for tripod (1/4-20 UNC): 1
2) 4 mm diameter slots: 2

Be sure to insulate the camera when mounting it. Otherwise, the internal
circuit of the camera may become damaged.

Lens

CAUTION

1) Screw hole for tripod

M3 screw holes

Plastic fitting

Included screws
(M3 x 6) and washers

2) M3 screw holes

3)M4 screw
holes

M3 screw holes

1) Screw hole for tripod

2) 4 mm diameter slots

Mounting bracket

Included screws (M3 x 6) and washers
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2.1.4 Selecting Lens
Select the lens based on the target size (Y) and the distance between the lens and
the target (working distance). Refer to the following chart to select the best lens for
your application.

* Type of lens

The value in the chart (●      ● ) indicates the thickness of the close-up adapter
(option). Insert the close-up adapter between the lens and the camera.

WD: Working distance (mm)

PROG
No 0
MODE

AREA•CON
SHUTTER
REGISTER

WINDOW 1
MEASURE
000000
TOL

H=000000
L =000000
ILLU
OFF
T=000017
RAW SCRN
   - - - - - -

Y

50
40

30
20

15
10

1.5

0.5

0.5

1.5

15

10

5

1

1
1.

5

5

1000 1000010010

10

100

1000

CV-L50*

CV-L16*CV-L6*CV-L3*

0.5

Y
: F

ie
ld

 (
m

m
)

Y

WD

Close-up adapter

▲

▲
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■ How to read the chart
Using a 16 mm lens with a working distance of 500 mm, a field of approximately 70
mm is obtained. Combining a 50 mm lens and a 5 mm close-up adapter provides a
field of about 20 mm.

Note 1: The figures in the chart on the previous page are referencce values only.
You may need to make some adjustments when setting the actual product.

Note 2: Some types of monitors may not show the frame of the screen.
Although this does not affect the measurement result, if you need to see the screen
up to the corners, use an under-scanning type monitor.

No 0
MOD

ARE
SHUT
REGI

WIND
MEA
0000
TOL

H=00
L =00
ILLU
OFF
T=000
RAW

PROG
No 0
MODE

AREA•CON
SHUTTER
REGISTER

WINDOW 1
MEASURE
000000
TOL

H=000000
L =000000
ILLU
OFF
T=000017
RAW SCRN
   - - - - - -

Over-scanning type monitor Under-scanning type monitor
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2.1.5 Checking Connection
1. Turn on the power.

Turn on the connected 24 VDC power supply.

2. Check the monitor.

A raw (unprocessed) screen is displayed.
* A raw screen is a screen which is seen through the camera.

3. Adjust the diaphragm and focus of the lens.

1) Turn the diaphragm ring and focus ring to adjust the diaphragm and focus
while watching the monitor.

2) After adjustment is complete, secure the lock-screws to lock the rings.

• Diaphragm adjustment
Adjust the diaphragm so that the screen displays a clear contrast and the target
can be easily distinguished from the background.

• Focus adjustment
Adjust the focus until the target contour becomes clear. If the diaphragm is
adjusted so that the image is too bright or too dark, proper focus adjustment will
not be obtained. Adjust the diaphragm at the same time as the focus.

Notes: Check the following items if nothing appears on the monitor.

• Did you use the 24 VDC (600 mA) power supply? Are the “+24 V” and “0 V”
power supply terminals properly connected?

• Are the cables for the camera, remote control console, and monitor properly
connected?

• Did you remove the cap from the lens?
• Is the lens diaphragm opened enough?

PROG
No 0
MODE

AREA•CON
SHUTTER
REGISTER

WINDOW 1
MEASURE
000000
TOL

H=000000
L =000000
ILLU

OFF
T=000017
RAW SCRN
- - - - - - - -

Diaphragm ring lock-screw

Focus ring lock-screw
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• Is the monitor turned on?
• Is the video input terminal for the monitor properly connected?

2.2  Illumination

Use illumination for more stable detection.

If you install the CV-301 in locations with the following conditions, the detection
may not be accurate. Change the location or use the speciallydesigned illumination
equipment.

• Locations directly exposed to sunlight

• Locations where the ambient light varies greatly depending on the time of day

• Locations where the illumination level is changed by the movement of a ma-
chine or people.

Illumination equipment

■ Ring lamp

Mount the ring lamp around the lens to evenly illuminate the target.
The ring lamp is available as an option (CV-R11).

Other than the ring lamp, the fiber light and other illumination equipment are also
available. Order the model that best suits your application.

Note: The illumination lamp has a recommended service life. When the light
intensity changes, detection errors may result. Replace the lamp before this prob-
lem occurs.

Ring lamp

Target
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3.1 Measurement Modes and Typical Applications

The CV-301 has 4 measurement modes: [AREA•CON (TRG) “Area continuous
(trigger)”], [AREA + POS “Area + Position”], [ABS•POS “Absolute position”], and
[REL•POS “Relative position”]. This manual describes how to set the [AREA]
mode.

3.1.1 [AREA•CON “Area continuous”] / [AREA•TRG “Area trigger”]

Typical applications: Detection of presence/absence of a target, detection of a
missing target, detection of color and shape of a target, and
measurement of area

• Measures the area of a target.

• Measures the area of the extracted color in the window or the area of the
background.

• Up to eight windows can be drawn at a single setting. The measured data for
each window will be output.

• To detect a target continuously, use the [AREA•CON “Area continuous”] mode.

• To detect a target using an external trigger with intervals, use the [AREA•TRG
“Area trigger”] mode.

3.1.2 [AREA + POS “Area + Position”]
Typical applications: Detection of presence/absence of a target, detection of a

missing target, detection of color and shape of a target,
measurement of area, and positioning

• Corrects the position of the window using [POS “Position adjustment”] in the
[AREA•TRG] mode.

• The camera can be set to trigger mode only.

• There are two methods of [POS “Position adjustment”]: Pattern search and line
sensor.

■ [POS “Position adjustment”]

To correct the window position, select one of the following two methods according
to your application.

RUN
No 0
MODE

AREA•CON

WINDOW 1
MEASURE
005512

TOL
H=100000
L=003000

T=000017
PROCES2
●  -------

Window
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PROG
POS • 1
COLOR
MODE • P
PW
SW
SEN • 2

+151
+220

93
TOL
X = +100

= -100
Y = +100

= -100
MAT  50
T=000093
PROCES1
●  - - - - - - -

Window

X-coordinate Y-coordinate

Pattern search

Corrects the window position by using a target with a complicated shape (charac-
ters or marks) as a reference.

• Encloses the target in a window and saves an image of it. Next, it searches the
images captured during measurement for the saved one (this process is called
“search”). Displays the center coordinate value of the most similar image.

➮ For the setting procedure, refer to page 65.

Line sensor

Corrects the window position by using the edge or line mark of a target as a refer-
ence.
Correction using the line sensor can be faster than using the pattern search.

• Sets a position adjustment window in the X- and Y- direction. Detects the first
edge of the target (color/background selectable) in the window and measures
the position.

➮ For the setting procedure, refer to page 65.

PROG
POS • 1
COLOR
MODE • X+Y
XW
YW
FILTER

+222
+50

TOL
X = +100

= -100
Y = +100

= -100

T=000038
PROCES1
●  - - - - - - -

Y-coordinate X-coordinate Position adjustment window
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3.1.3 [ABS. POS “Absolute position”]

Typical applications: Positioning and robot handling

• Detects the position of a target.

• Detects the position of a target using [POS “Position adjustment”] and deter-
mines the result.

• There are two methods of [POS “Position adjustment”]: Pattern search and line
sensor.
➮  Refer to [AREA + POS] section on page 18.

• Outputs the measurement result and the coordinate value of the target position.

• The camera can be set to trigger mode only.

3.1.4 [REL. POS “Relative position”]

Typical applications: Positioning and detection of target displacement

• Detects the relative position of two targets.

• Detects the position of two targets using [POS. 1 “Position adjustment 1”] and
[POS. 2 “Position adjustment 2”], measures the distance between them, and
determines the result.

• There are two methods of [POS “Position adjustment”]: Pattern search and line
sensor.
➮  Refer to [AREA + POS] section on page 18.

• Outputs the measurement result and the coordinate value of the distance.

• The camera can be set to trigger mode only.

X
1 Y

1

RUN
No 0
MODE 

ABS• POS

MEASURE
X = +0
Y = +0
MAT 00

TOL
X = +100

= -100
Y = +100

= -100
MAT 50

T=000104
RAW SCRN
●  - - - - - - -

PROG
No 0
MODE

REL•POS
SHUTTER
REGISTER
POS • 1
POS • 2
 
X= +0
Y= +44

00
ILLU
  OFF

T=000150
PROCES2
●  - - - - - - -

Y
2

Y
1

X2 X
1
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edomtnemerusaeM

metinoitcepsnI
aerA

+aerA
noitisop

evitaleR
noitisop

etulosbA
noitisop

edomtnemerusaeM

metinoitcepsnI
aerA

+aerA
noitisop

evitaleR
noitisop

etulosbA
noitisop

gnikcehC
tegratfoecnesba/ecneserp

● ●

noitcepsnilausiV

● ●

tnemerusaemaerA

● ●

stniojfonoitceteD

● ●

,tnemerusaemaerA
rognitnirpfonoitceted

skram

● ●

noitaitnereffidepahS

● ● ●

ecafrusdiuqilfonoitceteD

❍ ❍ ❍ ●

tegratdeppihcfonoitceteD

● ●

Medicine

Medicine

Medicine

Milk

Milk

Milk

Tea

Tea

Tea

3.2 Selecting measurement mode for application

Refer to the following table to select the measurement mode best suited for your
application.

●  indicates the best measurement mode.
❍  indicates the applicable measurement mode.
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edomtnemerusaeM

metinoitcepsnI
aerA

+aerA
noitisop

evitaleR
noitisop

etulosbA
noitisop

edomtnemerusaeM

metinoitcepsnI
aerA

+aerA
noitisop

evitaleR
noitisop

etulosbA
noitisop

tnereffidrofgnikcehC
sepytegakcap

● ● ❍

dengilasimfonoitceteD
slebal

❍ ●

tegratfonoitaitnereffiD
noitatneiro

● ●

gnildnahtoborfolortnoC

● ●

gninoitisoP

● ●

●  indicates the best measurement mode.
❍  indicates the applicable measurement mode.
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4.1  Remote Control Console and Screen Display

The remote control console is used to set the CV controller for detection. The
screen display is a display shown on the monitor. Use the remote control console
while watching the monitor screen.

4.1.1 Remote Control Console

ENT

ESCAPE

SCREEN TRIGGER

CLEAR

POWER

RUN

PROG

How to use the [ENT] key

■ Press the center of the key

• To select menu item.
• To confirm the numerical set value.

■ Move the key in the direction of an arrow
The key can be moved up, down, right, left and diagonally.

• To move through menu items.
• To enter [TOL “tolerance”] value.
• To move the arrow cursor on the monitor.
• To change the size of a window or move a window.

ENT

ENT

[ENT] key
Move this key in the direction of
one of the arrows or press the
center of the key.

[ESCAPE] key
Press this key to exit each setting.

[SCREEN] key
Press this key to select the screen display
from [RAW SCRN], [PROCES1], or
[PROCES2]. (➮  Refer to page 30.)

[Mode selection slide
switch]
Slide this switch up or down
to select either RUN (Run) or
PROG (Program) operation
mode.

[TRIGGER] key
Press this key to input a
trigger signal. Hold down
the key for 2 seconds for
continuous trigger input.
Press it again to stop the
trigger input.

[CLEAR] key
Press this key to cancel the
setting.
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4.1.2 Screen Page Layout
The cursor position is displayed in reverse video.

The menu screen has a layered structure. Use the [ENT] and [ESCAPE] keys to
move through the layers.

■ Initial screen

PROG
No 0
MODE      
   AREA•CON
SHUTTER
REGISTER

WINDOW 1
MEASURE
000000
TOL

H=000000
L =000000
ILLU

OFF
T=000017
RAW SCRN
- - - - - - - -

Image screen Menu screen

[RUN]/[PROG] display
Shows “RUN” when the
remote control console
slide switch is set to
RUN.

Menu screen
Displayed items vary
depending on the
measurement modes.

Display for each mode

The following menu screens are displayed according to the current measurement
mode.

PROG
No 0
MODE

AREA•TRG
SHUTTER
REGISTER

WINDOW 1
MEASURE
000000
TOL

H=000000
L =000000
ILLU

OFF
T=000034
RAW SCRN
- - - - - - - -

PROG
No 0
MODE

AREA+POS
SHUTTER
REGISTER
POS • 1
WINDOW 1

MEASURE
000000
TOL

H=000000
L =000000
ILLU

OFF
T=000063
RAW SCRN
- - - - - - - -

PROG
No 0
MODE

ABS•POS
SHUTTER
REGISTER
POS • 1
 

X= 000
Y= 000

ILLU
OFF

T=000063
RAW SCRN
●  - - - - - - -

PROG
No 0
MODE

REL•POS
SHUTTER
REGISTER
POS • 1
POS • 2
 

X= 000
Y= 000

ILLU
OFF

T=000092
RAW SCRN
●  - - - - - - -

Mode:
[AREA•TRG
“Area trigger”]

Mode:
[AREA + POS
“Area + Position”]

Mode:
[ABS•POS
“Absolute position”]

Mode:
[REL•POS
“Relative position”]
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4.2 Preparation and basic setting

4.2.1 Preparation before Setting

Before turning on the power

1. Check the cable connections.
➮ Refer to page 10.

2. Set the remote control console’s mode selection slide switch to “Program”.

Turning on the power

1. Turn on the power.
An unprocessed screen is projected on the monitor.

2. Aim the camera at a target and adjust the lens and illumination.

Note: If the color of the target displayed on the monitor is different from that of the
actual target, adjust the white balance. (➮  Refer to page 75.)

ENT

ESCAPE

RUN

PROG
Mode selection slide switch

Program

Illumination lamp
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4.2.2 Basic Setting
This section explains basic information about how to use the vision system and
how to use major functions.

Screen coordinates

The CV-301’s screen defines the upper left point as the reference point and is
composed of 240,000 pixels: 500 pixels in the X-axis direction and 480 pixels in Y-
axis direction.
The tolerance value and position indication are presented using pixels as the units.

Note: A pixel is a basic unit in image processing. The length and area are pre-
sented in pixels.

Drawing window

To set a measurement range on the screen, draw a window (frame).
The shape of the window can either be a circle or a rectangle.
The following section explains how to draw the window.

1 2 3 ···

1
2
3

(0,479)
···

(499,479)

(0,0) (499,0)
X-axis

1 pixel

240,000 pixels

Y-axis

Rectangle (SQR) window

PROG
WINDOW 1 
COLOR
MEASURE

200, 200
240, 240

MASK
– – –, – – –
– – –, – – –

DETECT
MEASURE 
003017
TOL

H=000000
L=000000

T=000017
RAW SCRN
- - - - - - - -
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Drawing a rectangle (SQR) window

1. Move the ENT key horizontally and vertically to move point A to the desired
position.

2. Press the ENT key to determine point A.

3. Move the ENT key horizontally and vertically to move point C to the desired
position.

4. Press the ENT key to determine point C.

5. Move the ENT key horizontally and vertically to move the entire window.
To follow steps 1 through 5 again, press the ENT key.

6. After determining the size and position of the window, press the ESCAPE key to
exit MEASURE mode.

Drawing a circle (CL) window

1. Move the ENT key up or down to change the radius.

2. Press the ENT key to determine point A.

ENT

ENT

ENT

ENT

ENT

ENT

A

B   C   

D

A

B   C   

D

A   

B   C   

D  

ENT

ESCAPE

A   
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3. Move the ENT key horizontally and vertically to move the entire window.

4. To follow steps 1 through 3 again, press the ENT key.

5. After determining the size and position of the window, press the ESCAPE key to
exit MEASURE mode.

Every time the ENT key is pressed, the window drawing mode changes as shown
in the figure on the right.

Reference: To change the window shape

Select the window shape before drawing the window. To change the window shape
from a rectangle to a circle or from a circle to a rectangle after drawing the window,
erase the current window. (➮  Refer to page 71.)

Window coordinate value display

The window coordinate value is displayed using numerical values. Use the value to
check or save the specified coordinate values.

Rectangle

Circle

ENT

When drawing a rectangular window

When drawing a circular window

MEASURE
200,150
400,300

Upper line: (X, Y) coordinates of point A

Lower line: (X, Y) coordinates of point C

Radius: 50 MEASURE
050,000
100,200

Upper line: The left value indicates the radius.
The right value is always “000”.

Lower line: (X, Y) coordinates of circle center

ENT

ESCAPE

A   

B   

C   

D  

A D(200, 150)

B C (400, 300)

A (100, 150)

(100, 200)
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4.2.3 Screen Selection
Three types of screens can be selected. Use a
screen other than the raw screen to check the
settings and operation.

Operation

Every time the [SCREEN] key is pressed, the screen changes to the next type in
the sequence.

[SCREEN]
key

PROG
No 0
MODE

AREA•CON
SHUTTER
REGISTER

WINDOW 1
MEASURE
000000
TOL

H=000000
L =000000
ILLU

OFF
T=000017
RAW SCRN
- - - - - - - -

RUN
No 0
MODE

AREA•CON

WINDOW 1
MEASURE
003323

TOL
H=000000
L =000000

T=000017
PROCES1
●  - - - - - - -

RUN
No 0
MODE

AREA•CON

WINDOW 1
MEASURE
003323

TOL
H=000000
L =000000

T=000017
PROCES2
●  - - - - - - -

ESCAPE

SCREEN TRIGGER

CLEAR

POWER

RAW SCRN (Unprocessed screen)

PROCES1 (Processed screen 1)

PROCES2 (Processed screen 2)

[SCREEN] key

RAW SCRN

PROCES1

PROCES2
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Note: While the CV is operating, the trigger input is ignored during screen
changes. When Trigger mode is selected and the trigger input interval is short, the
Processed screen will not be displayed.
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4.3 [AREA] Mode Setting

This section describes the basic setting procedure using the [AREA•CON “Area
continuous”] mode. [AREA] is a mode used for the detection of presence/absence
of a target, detection of a missing target, detection of color and shape of a target,
and measurement of area.

■ Difference between [AREA•CON] and [AREA•TRG]
[AREA•CON] is a continuous detection mode. [AREA•TRG] is a trigger detec-
tion mode which detects a target when a trigger signal is input. The setting
procedures for both modes are the same.

■ Setting [AREA + POS]

To set the [AREA + POS] mode, set the [POS “Position adjustment”] setting
described on page 45.

4.3.1 [AREA•CON] Mode Menu

PROG
No 0
MODE

AREA•CON
SHUTTER
REGISTER

WINDOW 1
MEASURE
000000
TOL

H=000000
L =000000
ILLU

OFF

T=000017
RAW SCRN
●  ●  ●  - - - - 

Program No.
Up to 16 programs (numbers
0 to 15) can be registered.

SHUTTER
Changes shutter speed.

WINDOW1
Sets a window and selects
the color to be extracted.

Tolerance
Sets the tolerance.
(Units: pixels)

Processing time
Displays the processing time
for each screen. (Units: ms)

MODE
4 measurement modes can
be selected.

Screen registration
Store the image for setting.

Measured value
Displays the measured
value in a window. (Units:
pixels)

Illumination adjustment
function ON/OFF display

Current display
Shows the current screen
mode. (Raw screen,
Processed screen 1,
Processed screen 2)

Detection result
The color indicator shows
the detection result for each window.

●  (Green): Within tolerance

●  (Red): Out of tolerance

●  (White): No detection

    : Window has not been determined.

Note: This photo shows all indicators lit in order to demonstrate the actual color of
the detection result. In actural operation, indicators ● and ● , or ● and ● are not lit
simultaneously.
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4.3.2 Setting Parameters and Procedure
Setting parameters

The following is the layered structure of the parameters for the [AREA•CON] mode
setting. The parameters in bold type are described in the basic setting. To set
parameters other than those shown in bold type, refer to pages 53 through 71.

PROG

No

MODE

SHUTTER

REGISTER

WINDOW1
MEASURE
000000

TOL
H=000000

L=000000

ILLU
T=000000
RAW SCRN

Main menu

Mode selection

AREA•CON

AREA•TRG

AREA+POS

ABS•POS

REL•POS

WINDOW1

COLOR

MEASURE

MASK

DETECT
MEASURE

000000

TOL
H=000000

L=000000

Window menu
Set the color to be
extracted, window
size, and tolerance
for each window.

Color extraction menu
Specify the color to be
extracted.

SELECT

SEN•5

BACK•BK

IGNORE

AUTO

COPY

REGISTER

Set measurement
window

ZOOM

SQR Coordinate
value setting

CL

Set mask
window

SQR Coordinate
value setting

CL

COLOR

BACK
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Basic setting

1. Determine the program No.
You can set 16 programs (numbers 0 to 15).

1) Move the ENT key up or down to place the cursor on “No.”.

2) Press the ENT key. Now you can change the program number.

3) Move the ENT key up or down to select the number.

4) Press the ENT key to choose the desired selection.

Reference: Program numbers can be changed using the I/O terminals (➮  Refer to
pages 95 and 99.).

2. Select the measurement mode.
1) Move the ENT key down to place the cursor on “MODE”.

2) Press the ENT key. The cursor moves one line down.

3) Move the ENT key up or down to select “AREA•CON”.

4) Press the ENT key to choose the desired selection. The cursor returns to
“MODE”.

  PROG
No 0
MODE

  PROG
No 1
MODE

ENT

ENT

ENT

ENT

  PROG
No 1
MODE

ENT

ENT

ENT

ENT

  PROG
No 1
MODE

AREA•CON
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3. Register the screen.

Store the image to be used for the setting in the memory.

1) Move the ENT key down to place the cursor on “REGISTER”.

2) Press the ENT key.

The message “REGISTER SCREEN N/Y” appears
To cancel the screen registration, press the ENT key while “N” is selected.

3) Move the ENT key right to select “Y”.

4) Press the ENT key.

The current screen is stored in the memory.

Note: The registered screen is available in any of 16 programs, and remains until
you cancel and register new one.

4. Set [COLOR] for [WINDOW1].

Set the color to be extracted.

1) Move the ENT key up or down to place the cursor on “WINDOW1”.

The menu changes. The cursor is placed on “WINDOW1”.

2) Move the ENT key down to place the cursor on “COLOR”.

3) Press the ENT key.

The menu changes. The cursor is placed on “SELECT”.

MODE
AREA•CON

SHUTTER
REGISTER

PROG
No 0
MODE

AREA•CON
SHUTTER
REGISTER

WINDOW 1
MEASURE
09297       

TOL
H=005000
L =000000
ILLU

OFF
T=000017
RAW SCRN
●  - - - - - - -

ERASE SCREEN  N / Y

ENT

ENT

ENT

ENT

ENT

WINDOW 1
MEASURE
000000

ENT
WINDOW 1
COLOR

ENT SELECT
SEN • 5
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▲

ESCAPE

ENT

ENT

ENT

4) Press the ENT key.
The arrow cursor appears on the screen.

5) Move the ENT key in any direction to move the arrow cursor to the color to
be extracted.

6) Press the ENT key.

• The screen changes to Processed Screen 1 and the background be-
comes black.*
Only the extracted color is faintly displayed.
Pressing the ENT key makes the color clearer.

• If there is another area which contains the color to be extracted, place the
arrow cursor on the area and press the ENT key.

• Press the CLEAR key to undo the last key operation. The clear key can
be used to undo up to 5 previous steps.

* The background becomes black because “BK” (black) is selected in “BACK” (background) in
the menu. (Refer to page 63.)

7) Press the ESCAPE key.

The cursor goes to “SELECT”.

PROG
WINDOW 1
COLOR

SEN • 5
BACK • BK
IGNORE
AUTO
COPY
REGISTER
ZOOM  1

244, 208

T=000017
PROCES1
●  - - - - - - -

PROG
WINDOW 1
COLOR

SEN • 5
BACK • BK
IGNORE
AUTO
COPY
REGISTER
ZOOM  1

244, 208

T=000017
PROCES1
• - - - - - - -

PROG
WINDOW1
COLOR

SEN • 5
BACK • BK
IGNORE
AUTO
COPY
REGISTER
ZOOM  1

244, 078

T=000017
PROCES1
●  - - - - - - -
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■ To zoom in on the image
The image can be zoomed in during the color extraction.

1) Press the TRIGGER key.

The cursor goes to the number next to “ZOOM”.

2) Every time the ENT key is moved up, the image is zoomed in 2x, 4x, 8x, 16x,
and 32x sequentially.

If the ENT key is moved down, the image is zoomed out.
Select the desired image size.

3) Press the TRIGGER key.

You can continue the “SELECT” operation with the image size of the speci-
fied zoom factor.

5. Extract color automatically using the “AUTO” function.

More stable color extraction is ensured regardless of the variation of target color
or the change in illumination.
It is recommended that you set “AUTO” after the color extraction.

1) Move the ENT key up or down to select “AUTO”.

Zoom factorZOOM     1

170,156

PROG
WINDOW 1
COLOR

SEN • 5
BACK • BK
IGNORE
AUTO
COPY
REGISTER
ZOOM  1

170, 156

T=000017
PROCES1
- - - - - - - -

TRIGGER

ENT

PROG
WINDOW 1
COLOR

SEN • 5
BACK • BK
IGNORE
AUTO
COPY
REGISTER
ZOOM  4

240, 294

T=000017
PROCES1
●  - - - - - - -

TRIGGER

IGNORE
AUTO
COPY

ENT
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2) Press the ENT key repeatedly.

The color selected at “SELECT” is extracted.
Press the CLEAR key to undo the last key operation. The clear key can be
used to undo up to 5 previous steps.

3) Press the ESCAPE key.

The cursor returns to “COLOR”.

■ To cancel the color extraction

You can cancel the color selection and restart the procedure from the begin-
ning.

1) Use the ENT key and ESCAPE key to place the cursor on “SELECT”.

2) Hold down the CLEAR key for 2 seconds.

The message “ERASE COLOR PROGRAM N/Y” appears.

3) Move the ENT key right to select “Y”.

4) Press the ENT key.

The color selection is canceled.

ENT
SELECT
SEN • 5
BACK • BK

ERASE COLOR PROGRAM  N / Y

PROG
WINDOW 1
COLOR

SEN • 5
BACK • BK
IGNORE
AUTO
COPY
REGISTER

T=000017
PROCES1
●  - - - - - - -

ENT

CLEAR

ENT

ENT
PROG
WINDOW 1
COLOR

SEN • 5
BACK • BK
IGNORE
AUTO
COPY
REGISTER

T=000017
PROCES1
●  - - - - - - -

PROG
WINDOW 1
COLOR

SEN • 5
BACK • BK
IGNORE
AUTO
COPY
REGISTER

T=000017
PROCES1
●  - - - - - - -

ESCAPE
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6. Set “MEASURE”.
Set the window (range) for measurement.

1) Move the ENT key up or down to place the cursor on “MEASURE”.

2) Press the ENT key.

The cursor goes to “SQR”.
Move the ENT key up or down to select the shape of the window from “SQR”
(square) or “CL” (circle).

3) Press the ENT key.

The frame of the window appears.
The figure below shows a rectangular window.

4) Move the ENT key up/down/right/left and enclose the part to be detected.

Every time the ENT key is pressed, the window drawing mode changes as
follows.

• When drawing a square window

• When drawing a circle window

ENT

COLOR
MEASURE
– – –, – – –
– – –, – – –

ENT

MEASURE
SQR
CL

MASK

PROG
WINDOW 1 
COLOR
MEASURE

200, 200
240, 240

MASK
– – –, – – –
– – –, – – –

DETECT
MEASURE 
003017
TOL

H=000000
L=000000

T=000017
RAW SCRN
- - - - - - - -

ENT

PROG
WINDOW 1 
COLOR
MEASURE

200, 152
300, 304

MASK
– – –, – – –
– – –, – – –

DETECT
MEASURE 
003429
TOL

H=000000
L=000000

T=000017
RAW SCRN
●  - - - - - - -

ENT

ENT
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5) After setting the size and position of the window, press the ESCAPE key to
exit MEASURE mode.

■ Mask window

When a mask window ([MASK]) is created in a measurement window, the area
inside of the mask window is omitted from the measurement.
Draw a mask window using the same procedure as for a measurement window.

7. Set “TOL” (tolerance).

Set the upper limit “H =” and the lower limit “L =” of the tolerance. (Units: pixels)

1) First, set the upper limit.
Move the ENT key up or down to place the cursor on “H = 000000” under
“TOL”.

2) Press the ENT key.
“0” on the first digit is shown in reverse video. You can enter a numerical
value.

3) Move the ENT key right or left to select the digit to be changed.

4) Move the ENT key up repeatedly. The numerical value increases starting
from 0. When the value goes above 9, the reverse video moves to the next
digit. If you move the ENT key down repeatedly, the numerical value de-
creases to 0.

5) Press the ENT key to accept the entered value.

ESCAPE

MASK
– – –, – – –
– – –, – – –

Area to be measured Mask window
[MASK]

Measurement window [MEASURE]

ENT

TOL
H=000000
L =000000

TOL
H=000000
L =000000

ENT

ENT

TOL
H=000000
L =000000

ENT

TOL
H=005000
L =000000

TOL
H=005000
L =000000

ENT
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6) Place the cursor on “L = 000000” (Lower limit) and set the value using the
same procedure as for the upper limit.

Note: If you do not know what to set the tolerance limit value at, refer to the mea-
sured value displayed in the operation check described on the following page. The
upper limit cannot be smaller than the lower limit.

This completes the WINDOW1 settings.
In [AREA] mode, you can set up to 8 windows in a single program number.
To set several windows, select another window number and repeat steps 4 through
7 in the procedure.

Operation check after setting

1. Press the ESCAPE key to return to the initial menu screen.

When the initial menu screen is displayed, trigger signals are input continuously
and the measured value is displayed.

2. Check the detection result indicator.
Green: Acceptable (The measured value is within the tolerance limits.)

Red: Not acceptable (The measured value is out of the tolerance limits.)

Note 1: When [AREA•TRG] is selected, the measured value is displayed at the
time of a trigger input. The detection result indicator is white before the first trigger
input is produced.

Note 2: When [AREA•CON] is selected, the measured value and the detection
result is retained only while the TRIGGER key is pressed.

ENT

TOL
H=005000
L =000000

Measured value

PROG
No 0
MODE

AREA•CON
SHUTTER
REGISTER

WINDOW 1
MEASURE
006959

TOL
H=000000
L =000000
ILLU

OFF
T=000017
RAW SCRN
●  - - - - - - -

ESCAPE

T=000017
RAW SCRN
●  - - - - - - - 

WINDOW1
MEASURE
   004587

  TOL

Detection result
indicator
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4.4 [POS “Position detection”] Mode Setting

This section describes the basic setting procedure for position detection mode
using [ABS•POS “Absolute position”] mode. Both [ABS•POS] and [REL•POS
“Relative position”] modes are set through the same procedure using the “POS“
(Position adjustment) menu.

4.4.1 [ABS•POS] Mode Menu
The following menu is displayed after [ABS•POS] mode is set.

Program No.
Up to 16 programs
(numbers 0 to 15)
can be registered.

SHUTTER
Changes shutter speed.

Processing time
Displays the processing
time for each screen.
(Units: ms)

Detection result
The color indicator shows the detec-
tion result for each window.

●  (Green): Within tolerance

●  (Red): Out of tolerance

●  (White): No detection

    : Window has not been determined.

MODE
4 measurement modes can be
selected.

Screen registration
Store the image for setting.

Illumination adjustment
function ON/OFF display

PROG
No 0
MODE

ABS•POS
SHUTTER
REGISTER
POS•1
 

X= 000
Y= 000

ILLU
   OFF

T=000063
RAW SCRN
● ● ●  - - - - 

POS•1 (Position adjustment 1)
Set parameters for position
detection.

Coordinate value display
Coordinate values of the
results of position detection.
The values are shown in
pixels.

Current display
Shows the current screen
mode. (Raw screen,
Processed screen 1,
Processed screen 2)

Note: This photo shows all indicators lit in order to demonstrate the actual color of
the detection result. In reality, only the left indicator is lit.
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4.4.2 Setting Parameters and Procedure
Setting parameters

The following is the layered structure of the parameters for the [ABS•POS] mode
setting. The parameters in bold type are described in the basic setting section. For
information on the parameters not shown in bold type, refer to page 61.

If you select [REL•POS] mode, you also have to set “POS•2” (Position adjustment

2). Use the same procedure to set both “POS•1” and “POS•2”.

PROG

No

MODE

SHUTTER

REGISTER

POS•1

X=000

ILLU

OFF

T=000000

RAW SCRN

Main menu

Position adjustment menu
Set position detection param-
eters, such as the color to be
extracted, windows, and
position tolerances.

COLOR

MODE•P

Y=000

(When mode P is
selected)

PW

SW

SPEED 2

(When a mode other
than P is selected)
XW 1.

YW 2.

FILTER

X= +100
Y= +100

MAT 00

X= +000

Y= -000

TOL

X= +100

= +000

Y= +100

= +000

MAT 00 3.

T= 000000

RAW SCRN

1. Not displayed in Mode Y.
2. Not displayed in Mode X.
3. Displayed in Mode P.

Color extraction menu
Specify the color to be
extracted.

SELECT

SEN•5

BACK•BK

IGNORE

AUTO

COPY

REGISTER

ZOOM

P

X

Position adjustment
mode selection

Y

X+Y

X>Y

X<Y

Filter setting when
using line sensor

RNGE (Range) 5

LENG (Length) 5

DET (Detection) C

XW

YW
RNGE (Range) 5

LENG (Length) 5

DET (Detection) C

Coordinate value
display selection

COORD (Coordinate)

DEV (Deviation)
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Basic setting

1. Determine the program No.
You can set 16 programs (numbers 0 to 15).

1) Move the ENT key up or down to place the cursor on “No.”.

2) Press the ENT key. Now you can change the program number.

3) Move the ENT key up or down to select the number.

4) Press the ENT key to choose the desired selection.

Reference: Program numbers can be changed using the I/O terminals.
➮  Refer to pages 95 and 99.

2. Select the measurement mode.

1) Move the ENT key down to place the cursor on “MODE”.

2) Press the ENT key. The cursor moves one line down.

3) Move the ENT key up or down to select [ABS•POS].

4) Press the ENT key to choose the desired selection. The cursor returns to
“MODE”.

  PROG
No 0
MODE

  PROG
No 1
MODE

ENT

ENT

ENT

ENT

  PROG
No 1
MODE

No 1
MODE

ABS•POS

ENT

ENT

ENT

ENT
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3. Register the screen.

Store the image to be used for the setting in the memory.

1) Move the ENT key down to place the cursor on “REGISTER”.

2) Press the ENT key.
The message “REGISTER SCREEN N/Y” appears
To cancel the screen registration, press the ENT key while “N” is selected.

3) Move the ENT key right to select “Y”.

Reference: When you press the TRIGGER key while “Y” is selected, the screen is
updated to the latest image.

4) Press the ENT key.
The current screen is stored in the memory.

4. Set “COLOR” in the “POS•1” menu.

Set the color to be extracted.

1) Move the ENT key up or down to place the cursor on “POS•1”.
The menu changes. The cursor is placed on “Color”.

2) Press the ENT key.
The menu changes. The cursor is placed on “SELECT”.

3) Press the ENT key.
The arrow cursor appears on the screen.

SHUTTER
REGISTER
POS • 1

PROG
No 0
MODE

ABS•POS
SHUTTER
REGISTER
POS • 1
 

X= 000
Y= 000
MAT00

ILLU
OFF

T=000063
RAW SCRN
●  - - - - - - -

ERASE SCREEN  N / Y　�

ENT

ENT

ENT

ENT

ENT

SHUTTER
REGISTER
POS • 1

POS • 1
COLOR

SELECT
SEN • 5

ENT

ENT
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4) Move the ENT key in any direction to move the arrow cursor to the color to
be extracted.

5) Press the ENT key.
• The screen changes to Processed Screen 1 and the background be-

comes black.*
Only the extracted color is faintly displayed.
Pressing the ENT key makes the color clearer.

• If there is another area which contains the color to be extracted, place the
arrow cursor on the area and press the ENT key.

• Press the CLEAR key to undo the last key operation. The clear key can
be used to undo up to 5 previous steps.

* The background becomes black because “BK” (black) is selected in “BACK” (background) in
the menu. ➮  Refer to page 63 .

6) Press the ESCAPE key.
The cursor goes to “SELECT”.

PROG
POS • 1
COLOR

SEN • 5
BACK • BK
IGNORE
AUTO
COPY
REGISTER
ZOOM  1

196,272
T=000063
PROCES1
●  - - - - - - -

PROG
POS • 1
COLOR

SEN • 5
BACK • BK
IGNORE
AUTO
COPY
REGISTER
ZOOM  1

238,364
T=000063
PROCES1
●  - - - - - - -

▲

ESCAPE

ENT

PROG
POS • 1
COLOR

SEN • 5
BACK • BK
IGNORE
AUTO
COPY
REGISTER
ZOOM  1

200,264
T=000063
PROCES1
●  - - - - - - -

ENT

Arrow cursor
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■ To zoom in on the image
The image can be zoomed in during the color extraction.

1) Press the TRIGGER key.
The cursor goes to the number next to “ZOOM”.

2) Every time the ENT key is moved up, the image is zoomed in 2x, 4x, 8x, 16x,
and 32x sequentially.

If the ENT key is moved down, the image is zoomed out.
Select the desired image size.

3) Press the TRIGGER key.
You can continue the “SELECT” operation with the image size of the speci-
fied zoom factor.

Zoom factorZOOM     1

PROG
POS • 1
COLOR

SEN • 5
BACK • BK
IGNORE
AUTO
COPY
REGISTER
ZOOM  1

270,270
T=000063
PROCES1
●  - - - - - - -

TRIGGER

ENT

PROG
POS • 1
COLOR

SEN • 5
BACK • BK
IGNORE
AUTO
COPY
REGISTER
ZOOM  4

270,270
T=000063
PROCES1
●  - - - - - - -

▲

TRIGGER
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5. Extract color automatically using the “AUTO” function.
More stable color extraction is ensured regardless of the variation of target color
or the change in illumination.
It is recommended that you set “AUTO” after the color extraction.

1) Move the ENT key up or down to select “AUTO”.

2) Press the ENT key repeatedly.
The color selected at “SELECT” is extracted.
Press the CLEAR key to undo the last key operation. The clear key can be
used to undo up to 7 previous steps.

3) Press the ESCAPE key.
The cursor returns to “COLOR”.

■ To cancel the color extraction
You can cancel the color selection and restart the procedure from the begin-
ning.

1) Use the ENT key and ESCAPE key to place the cursor on “SELECT”.

2) Hold down the CLEAR key for 2 seconds.
The message “ERASE COLOR PROGRAM N/Y” appears.

IGNORE
AUTO
COPY

ENT

ENT
PROG
POS • 1
COLOR

SELECT
SEN • 5
BACK • BK
IGNORE
AUTO
COPY
REGISTER

T=000063
PROCES1
●  - - - - - - -

PROG
POS • 1
COLOR

SELECT
SEN • 5
BACK • BK
IGNORE
AUTO
COPY
REGISTER

T=000063
PROCES1
●  - - - - - - -

ESCAPE

ENT
SELECT
SEN • 5
BACK • BK

▲

CLEAR
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3) Move the ENT key right to select “Y”.

4) Press the ENT key.
The color selection is canceled.

There are two methods for “POS” (Position adjustment) setting: Pattern search and
line sensor. This section describes the setting procedure using pattern search.
➮  Refer to page 19 for details about pattern search and line sensor.

6. Draw “PW” (Pattern window).

Draw a window (range) around the image pattern using “SELECT” in the
“COLOR” menu and save the window’s position on the screen.

1) Move the ENT key up or down to place the cursor on “PW”.

2) Press the ENT key.
The frame of the window appears on the screen.

3) Move the ENT key horizontally or vertically to enclose the pattern in the
window.

Every time the ENT key is pressed, the window drawing mode changes as
shown on the right.

MODE • P
PW
SW

ENT

ENT
PROG
POS • 1
COLOR
MODE • P
PW
SW
SPEED • 2

200,200
300,300

MAT 00
TOL
X=+500

=+    0
Y=+480

=+    0
MAT 50
T=000063
RAW SCRN
- - - - - - - -

PROG
POS • 1
COLOR
MODE • P
PW
SW
SPEED • 2

094,228
394,308

MAT 00
TOL
X=+500

=+    0
Y=+480

=+    0
MAT 50
T=000063
RAW SCRN
- - - - - - - -

ENT

ENT key

PROG
POS • 1
COLOR

SELECT
SEN • 5
BACK • BK
IGNORE
AUTO
COPY
REGISTER

T=000063
PROCES1
●  - - - - - - -

ERASE COLOR PROGRAM  N / Y

ENT

ENT
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4) After setting the size and position of the window, press the ESCAPE key to
exit the “PW” setting.

Note: You cannot draw a pattern window (PW) larger than the search window
(SW). If you need to draw a large pattern window, first increase the size of the
search window described in step 7 before drawing the pattern window.

7. Draw “SW” (Search window).

Draw a window (range) in which the pattern saved in the “PW” setting is
searched.

1) Move the ENT key up or down to place the cursor on “SW”.

2) Press the ENT key.
The frame of the window appears on the screen.

3) Move the ENT key horizontally or vertically to enclose the desired area in the
window.

Every time the ENT key is pressed, the window drawing mode changes as
shown on the right.

4) After setting the size and position of the window, press the ESCAPE key to
exit the “SW” setting.

Reference: The search window (SW) is shown with a dotted line. The pattern
window (PW) searches the specified pattern within the search window. If a similar
pattern is positioned near the specified search pattern, narrow the search window
to avoid detection errors.

PW
SW
SEN • 2

ENT

ENT

PROG
POS • 1
COLOR
MODE • P
PW
SW
SPEED • 2

034,034
462,454

MAT 00
TOL
X=+500

=+    0
Y=+480

=+    0
MAT 50
T=000046
PROCES1
- - - - - - - -

ENT

ENT key

ENT

ESCAPE

ESCAPE
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Narrowing the search window (SW) speeds up detection.
Window coordinate value display
The window coordinate value is displayed using numerical values.
Use the value to check or save the coordinate values.

8. Set “TOL” (Tolerance) values.
Set the allowable range (upper and lower limits) for the X- and Y-coordinates as
the tolerance values. The values are shown in pixels.

1) Set the upper limit value for the X-coordinate.
Move the ENT key up or down to place the cursor on “H = 000000” under
“TOL”.

2) Press the ENT key.
“0” on the first digit is shown in reverse video. You can enter a numerical
value.

3) Move the ENT key right or left to select the digit to be changed.

4) Move the ENT key up or down repeatedly.

• Every time the ENT key is moved up, the numerical value of the first digit
increases from 0 to 9. When the ENT key is moved up while 9 is dis-
played, the value of the next digit increases.

• Every time the ENT key is moved down, the numerical value decreases
to 500.

• The tolerance value for the X-coordinate can be set between +500 and
-500.

5) Press the ENT key to accept the entered value.

ENT

TOL
X=+500
   =+   0

TOL
X=+500
  =+    0

ENT

ENT
TOL
X=+500
  =+    0

ENT

ENT

MEASURE
200,150
400,300

A D(200, 150)

B C (400, 300)

Upper line: (X, Y) coordinates of point A

Lower line: (X, Y) coordinates of point C

TOL
X=+400
  =+    0

TOL
X=+400
   =+   0
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6) Set the lower limit value for the X-coordinate, and the upper and lower limit
values of the Y-coordinates using the same procedure as in steps 1) through
5).
The tolerance value of a Y-coordinate can be set between +480 and -480.

Reference: You cannot set the upper limit value smaller than the lower limit value.

This completes the tolerance setting.

Checking operation

1. Press the ESCAPE key to display the initial menu screen.

2. Press the TRIGGER key.

3. Check the detection result indicator.

●  (Green): Acceptable (The measured value is within the tolerances.)

●  (Red): Not acceptable (The measured value is out of the tolerances.)

●  (White): No detection (The trigger input is not received.)

ESCAPE

TRIGGER

Detection result indicator

TOL
X =+400
X =+   0
Y=+480
X =+   0

PROG
No 0
MODE
  ABS•POS
SHUTTER
REGISTER
POS•1

X=  000
Y=  000
MAT 00

ILLU
  OFF

T=000063
RAW SCAN 
●  - - - - - - -

PROG
No 1
MODE
  ABS•POS
SHUTTER
REGISTER
POS•1

X=  +224
Y=  +268
MAT 100

ILLU
  OFF

T=000053
RAW SCAN 
●  - - - - - - -

T=000076
RAW SCRN
●  - - - - - - - 
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4.5 High Precision Setting

This section describes how to use the functions in the menus used for high preci-
sion setting.

4.5.1 Menu Item List
The following is the layered structure of the parameters for the [AREA•CON] and [AREA•TRG]
mode settings.

The same setting procedure is used for both the [AREA•CON] and [AREA•TRG]
modes. Items 1 to 3 in the structure are explained on the following page.

PROG

No

MODE

SHUTTER

REGISTER

WINDOW1
MEASURE
000000

TOL
H=000000

L=000000

ILLU
T=000000
RAW SCRN

1 1 1 1 1 Main menu

Mode selection

AREA•CON

AREA•TRG

AREA+POS

ABS•POS

REL•POS

WINDOW1

COLOR

MEASURE

MASK

DETECT
MEASURE

000000

TOL
H=000000

L=000000

2 2 2 2 2 Window menu
Set the color to be
extracted, window
size, and tolerance
for each window.

3 3 3 3 3 Color extraction menu
Specify the color to be extracted.SELECT

SEN•5

BACK•BK

IGNORE

AUTO

COPY

REGISTER

Set measurement
window

ZOOM

SQR Coordinate
value setting

CL

Set mask
window

SQR Coordinate
value setting

CL

COLOR

BACK
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11111 Main menu

“*” indicates the initial setting value.

metiuneM gnitteS noitpircseD esopruP

RETTUHS 00001/1ot*06/1 .deepsrettuhsehtteS
gnivomtsafagnitcetednehW

.tegrat

RETSIGER Y/N .egaminaevaS
ehtniegamitegrataevaS

.yromem

1WODNIW
unembusoT

rof2otrefeR(
).sliated

ebotrolocehtteS
ehtdnadetcartxe
.wodniwnoitceted

.noitcetedgniraperpnehW

ERUSAEM ——— yalpsideulavderusaeM .eulavderusaemehtkcehC

LOT
000000=H
000000=L

"H"timilreppuehtteS
."L"ottimilrewolehtdna

ehtrofegnarelbawollaehtteS
.noitceted

)slexip:stinU(

ULLI
*FFO

NO

ehtelbasid/elbanE
tnemtsujdanoitanimulli

.noitcnuf

otnoitcnufehtelbanE
noitanimullitsujdayllacitamotua
.segnahcytitnauqthgilehtnehw

000000=T ——— yalpsidemitgnissecorP .emitgnissecorpehtkcehC

NRCSWAR

*NRCSWAR
egamilautcaehT

.aremacehtybderutpac .egamidessecorpnuehtkcehC

1SECORP
ehtrofegamidessecorP

.noitceted
.noitidnocnoitcetedehtkcehC

2SECORP
ehtrofegamidessecorP

.noitceted
.noitidnocnoitcetedehtkcehC

22222 Window menu

“*” indicates the initial setting value.

metiuneM gnitteS noitpircseD esopruP

1WODNIW 8ot*1
hcaerofwodniwateS
.detcartxeebotroloc

tcelesotswodniwlarevesteS
.stegratlareves

ROLOC
unembusoT

rof3otrefeR(
).sliated

aforolocehttcartxE
.tegrat

ronoitcetedrofroloctcartxE
.tnemtsujdanoitisop

ERUSAEM LC,RQS
roralugnatcerawarD
ehtnowodniwralucric

.neercs
.derusaemebotegnarehtteS

KSAM LC,RQS
roralugnatcerawarD
ehtnowodniwralucric

.neercs

ebottonegnarehtteS
.derusaem

TCETED

ROLOC
nislexipfo.onehttnuoC
detcartxeehtfoaeraeht

.roloc

ehtnislexipfo.onehtkcehC
.rolocdetcartxeehtfoaera

KCAB
nislexipfo.onehttnuoC

ehtfoedistuoaeraeht
.rolocdetcartxe

ehtnislexipfo.onehtkcehC
detcartxeehtfoedistuoaera

.roloc

LOT
000000=H
000000=L

"H"ottimilreppuehtteS
."L"ottimilrewolehtdna

egdujotegnarelbawollaehtteS
sieulavderusaemehtrehtehw

)slexip:stinU(.GNroKO
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33333 Color extraction menu
“*” indicates the initial setting value.

metiuneM gnitteS noitpircseD esopruP

TCELES
ehtnorosrucehtevoM

rolocehttcelesotneercs
.detcartxeebot

.detcetedebotrolocehttcartxE

)MOOZ( 23ot*1 .egamiehtnonimooZ

tcelesotegamiehtnonimooZ
dna"TCELES"esoohC.roloceht

dna,yekREGGIRTehtsserp
tcelesotyekTNEehtevomneht

.rotcafmoozeht

•NES )*5(02ot0

noitingocerrolocehtteS
.ytivitisnes

.ytivitisneshgiH:0
.ytivitisneswoL:02

etaruccaeromnoitcetedehtekaM
.hguorro

•KCAB
HW dnuorgkcabetihW

ehtnidnuorgkcabetihwayalpsiD
.2ro1neercsdessecorp

KB dnuorgkcabkcalB
ehtnidnuorgkcabkcalbayalpsiD

.2ro1neercsdessecorp

ERONGI 02ot1
stniop02otpuyficepS
.rosrucworraehtgnisu

ebottonrolocehtyficepS
.detcartxe

OTUA
noitcartxerolocehtteS

.yllacitamotuaegnar

noitcartxeehttsujdayllacitamotuA
gnisudetcelesrolocehtfoegnar

."TCELES"

YPOC 2P,1P,8ot1W
wodniwrehtonatceleS

.oN
rolocs'wodniwrehtoehtypoC

.sgnittesnoitcartxe
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The following is the layered structure of the parameters for the [REL•POS
“Relative position”] mode setting.
• The [ABS•POS] mode setting does not have “POS•2”.

• The [AREA+POS] mode setting has “WINDOW1” instead of “POS•2”.

• The same setting procedure is used for “WINDOW1” in [AREA+POS] mode and
“WINDOW1” in [AREA] mode.

Items 4 to 6 in the structure are explained on the following page.

PROG

No

MODE

SHUTTER

REGISTER

POS•1

X=000

ILLU

OFF

T=000000

RAW SCRN

4 4 4 4 4 Main menu

5 5 5 5 5 Position adjustment menu
Set position detection param-
eters, such as the color to be
extracted, windows, and
position tolerances.

COLOR

MODE•P

Y=000

(When mode P is
selected)

PW

SW

SPEED 2

(When a mode other
than P is selected)
XW 1.

YW 2.

FILTER

X= +100
Y= +100

MAT 00

X= +100

Y= +100

TOL

X= +100

= +000

Y= +100

= +000

MAT 00 3.

T= 000000

RAW SCRN

1. Not displayed in Mode Y.
2. Not displayed in Mode X.
3. Displayed in Mode P.

3 3 3 3 3 Color extraction menu
Specify the color to be
extracted.

SELECT

SEN•5

BACK•BK

IGNORE

AUTO

COPY

REGISTER

ZOOM

P

X

Position adjustment
mode selection

Y

X+Y

X>Y

X<Y

66666 Filter setting when
using line sensor

RNGE (Range) 5

LENG (Length) 5

DET (Detection) C

XW

YW
RNGE (Range) 5

LENG (Length) 5

DET (Detection) C

Coordinate value
display selection

COORD (Coordinate)

DEV (Deviation)

POS•2
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44444 Main menu
“*” indicates the initial setting value.

metiuneM gnitteS noitpircseD esopruP

RETTUHS 00001/1ot*06/1
.deepsrettuhsehtteS gnivomtsafagnitcetednehW

.tegrat

RETSIGER Y/N
.egaminaevaS ehtniegamitegrataevasoT

.yromem

1•SOP
unembusoT
rof5otrefeR(

).sliated

.tegratfonoitisopehtteS .tnemtsujdanoitisoperaperP

000=X ———
yalpsideulavderusaeM nafonoitisopehtkcehC

.etanidroocX

000=Y ———
yalpsideulavderusaeM afonoitisopehtkcehC

.etanidroocY

ULLI NO,*FFO
ehtelbasid/elbanE

tnemtsujdanoitanimulli
.noitcnuf

otnoitcnufehtelbanE
noitanimullitsujdayllacitamotua
.segnahcytitnauqthgilehtnehw

000000=T ——— yalpsidemitgnissecorP .emitgnissecorpehtkcehC

NRCSWAR

*NRCSWAR
egamilautcaehT

.aremacehtybderutpac
.egamidessecorpnuehtkcehC

1SECORP
ehtrofegamidessecorP

.noitceted
.gnittesehtkcehC

2SECORP
ehtrofegamidessecorP

.noitceted
.gnittesehtkcehC
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metiuneM gnitteS noitpircseD esopruP

ROLOC
unembusoT
rof3otrefeR(

).sliated

aforolocehttcartxE
.tegrat

ronoitcetedrofroloctcartxE
.tnemtsujdanoitisop

•EDOM

*P wodniwnrettapawarD
.wodniwhcraesadna

nrettap"gnisunoitisoptsujdA
."hcraes

X
tcetedotegnarehtteS

-Xehtniegdenrettapeht
.noitceridsixa

afonoitisopeht)tsujda(tceteD
nrettapehtylnognisuybnrettap

noitceridsixa-Xehtniegde

Y
tcetedotegnarehtteS

-Yehtniegdenrettapeht
.noitceridsixa

afonoitisopeht)tsujda(tceteD
nrettapehtylnognisuybnrettap

noitceridsixa-Yehtniegde

Y+X

tcetedotegnarehtteS
htobnisegdenrettapeht

sixa-Ydna-Xeht
.snoitcerid

afonoitisopeht)tsujda(tceteD
nrettapehtgnisuybnrettap

sixa-Ydna-Xehthtobnisegde
snoitcerid

Y>X

tcetedotegnarehtteS
htobnisegdenrettapeht

sixa-Ydna-Xeht
.snoitcerid

afonoitisopeht)tsujda(tceteD
niegdeehtgnisutsrifybnrettap

nehtdnanoitceridsixa-Xeht
sixa-Yehtniegdeehtgnisu

.noitcerid

Y<X

tcetedotegnarehtteS
htobnisegdenrettapeht

sixa-Ydna-Xeht
.snoitcerid

afonoitisopeht)tsujda(tceteD
niegdeehtgnisutsrifybnrettap

nehtdnanoitceridsixa-Yeht
sixa-Xehtniegdeehtgnisu

.noitcerid
WP nrettaP(

ylnO()wodniw
siPedomnehw

)detceles

dnaezisehtenimreteD
nrettapafonoitisop

.wodniw

fonoitisopdnaezisehtenimreteD
.wodniwnrettapa

WS hcraeS(
ylnO()wodniw

siPedomnehw
)detceles

afoegnarehtenimreteD
.wodniwhcraes

hcraesafoegnarehtenimreteD
.wodniw

DEEPS )*2(5ot0

ehtfodeepsehtteS
etaruccA(wolS:5.hcraes

hguoR(tsaF:0,)hcraes
)hcraes

fo)ycarucca(deepsehtegnahC
.hcraeseht

WX anehwylnO(
nahtrehtoedom

)detcelessiP

egdenafoegnarehtteS
ehtniwodniwnoitceted

.noitceridsixa-X

egdenafoegnarehtteS
sixa-Xehtniwodniwnoitceted

.noitcerid
WY anehwylnO(

nahtrehtoedom
)detcelessiP

egdenafoegnarehtteS
ehtniwodniwnoitceted

.noitceridsixa-Y

egdenafoegnarehtteS
sixa-Yehtniwodniwnoitceted

.noitcerid
RETLIF ylnO(

edomanehw
siPnahtrehto

)detceles

unembusoT
rof6otrefeR(

).sliated

hcaefoeulavehtteS
.retlif

foeulavgnittesretlifehtegnahC
.rosnesenil

)ecnareloT(LOT

DROOC
)etanidrooC(

ottuptuoeulavlaciremunehtteS
etanidroocetulosbanayalpsid

.slexipnieulav

VED
)noitaiveD(

ottuptuoeulavlaciremunehtteS
nitnuomanoitaivedehtyalpsid

deretsigerehtotnosirapmoc
.neercs

000+=X
005-ot005+

,)*005+(
)*0-(005-ot005+

ehtnoecnarelotehtteS
sixa-Xehtniecnatsid

.noitcerid

-XnafoecnarelotehtteS
.eulavetanidrooc

000+=Y
084-ot084+

,)*084+(
)*0-(084-ot084+

ehtnoecnarelotehtteS
sixa-Yehtniecnatsid

.noitcerid

-YafoecnarelotehtteS
.eulavetanidrooc

000TAM
)*05(001ot0

edomnehwylnO(
)detcelessiP

ehtfoecnarelotehtteS
.etargnihctam

etargnihctamehterapmoC
dnanrettapderotsehtneewteb

.nrettapdetceted

000000=T yalpsidemitgnissecorP .emitgnissecorpehtkcehC

NRCSWAR

NRCSWAR egamilautcaehT
.aremacehtybderutpac

.egamidessecorpnuehtkcehC

1SECORP ehtrofegamidessecorP
.noitceted

.gnittesehtkcehC

2SECORP ehtrofegamidessecorP
.noitceted

.gnittesehtkcehC

55555 Position adjustment menu
“*” indicates the initial setting value.
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66666 Filter setting when using line sensor
“*” indicates the initial setting value.

metiuneM gnitteS noitpircseD esopruP

EGNR:WX
)egnaR(

)*5(46ot1
egdeehtfoegnarehtteS

.dezingocerebot

ebotegdeehtfoegnarehtteS
.noitceridsixa-Xehtnidezingocer

)slexip:stinU(

)htgneL(GNEL )*5(46ot1
egdeehtfohtgnelehtteS

.dezingocerebot

ebotegdeehtfohtgnelehtteS
.noitceridsixa-Xehtnidezingocer

)slexip:stinU(

)noitceteD(TED

B ———
ehtfoegdetsrifehttceteD

ehtniwodniwehtnidnuorgkcab
.noitceridsixa-X

*C ———
ehtfoegdetsrifehttceteD

niwodniwehtnirolocdetcartxe
.noitceridsixa-Xeht

EGNR:WY
)egnaR(

)*5(46ot1
egdeehtfoegnarehtteS

.dezingocerebot

ebotegdeehtfoegnarehtteS
.noitceridsixa-Yehtnidezingocer

)slexip:stinU(

)htgneL(GNEL )*5(46ot1
egdeehtfohtgnelehtteS

.dezingocerebot

ebotegdeehtfohtgnelehtteS
.noitceridsixa-Yehtnidezingocer

)slexip:stinU(

)noitceteD(TED

B ———
ehtfoegdetsrifehttceteD

ehtniwodniwehtnidnuorgkcab
.noitceridsixa-Y

*C ———
ehtfoegdetsrifehttceteD

niwodniwehtnirolocdetcartxe
.noitceridsixa-Yeht
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4.5.2 Shutter Speed Adjustment
When the target is moving fast, choose a fast shutter speed to ensure the captured
image is clear.
The shutter speed selection is available in each measurement mode. Select the
speed best suited for your application.

Setting procedure

1. Move the ENT key up or down to place the cursor on “SHUTTER”.

2. Press the ENT key.

The cursor moves to the numerical value line.

3. Move the ENT key up or down to select a shutter speed from 1/60 to 1/
10000.

4. Press the ENT key to accept the value.
The cursor returns to “SHUTTER”.

Note: When selecting a mode other than [AREA•CON] mode, you need to provide
a trigger input to see the current video. Press the TRIGGER key on the remote
control console or input a trigger signal to the I/O terminal block.

ENT

ENT

ENT

ENT

MODE
AREA•CON

SHUTTER
REGISTER

AREA•CON
SHUTTER
  1 / 60

AREA•CON
SHUTTER
  1 / 250
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Adjustment

Shutter speed

1/60 Normal
1/125
1/250
1/500
1/1000
1/2000
1/4000
1/10000 Fast

• When the shutter speed is too slow, the target image is blurred.

• When the shutter speed is fast enough, the target image is clear.

Note: The faster the shutter speed is set, the darker the image on the monitor
becomes. Choose a wide lens diaphragm or increase the illumination level.

For illumination, use an inverter lamp or a lamp equipped with a reliable DC power
supply.

Sensor for
trigger input

RUN
No 0
MODE
  AREA•CON

WINDOW1
  MEASURE
    005510
POS•1
   TOL
H=100000
L=003000

T=000063 
PROCES2
●  - - - - - - -

RUN
No 0
MODE
  AREA•CON

WINDOW1
  MEASURE
    005510
POS•1
   TOL
H=100000
L=003000

T=000063 
PROCES2
●  - - - - - - -
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4.5.3 Advanced “COLOR” Setting
Use the following “COLOR” settings when an accurate search is required or when
the current color extraction is not successful.

“SEN” (Sensitivity) setting

Setting: 0 to 20 (Initial value: 5)

• Adjust the sensitivity for the color extraction when selecting a color in the
“SELECT” menu.

• A smaller value represents high sensitivity for color recognition. The color can
be extracted in minute steps in the “SELECT” setting.

• A larger value represents low sensitivity for color recognition. Use larger values
to roughly extract the color when the target has a small number of colors.

1. Move the ENT key up or down to place the cursor on “SEN”.

2. 1) Press the ENT key.

The cursor moves to the numerical value line.

2) Move the ENT key up or down to select the sensitivity value.

When the ENT key is moved up, the value is increased; when the ENT key is
moved down, the value is decreased.

3) Press the ENT key to accept the value.

ENT

ENT

ENT

ENT

SELECT
SEN • 5
BACK • BK
IGNORE
AUTO
COPY
REGISTER

SELECT
SEN • 5
BACK • BK
IGNORE
AUTO
COPY

SELECT
SEN • 5
BACK • BK
IGNORE
AUTO
COPY
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“BACK” (Background) setting

Set the background color of the “PROCES1” screen that appears when you press
the SCREEN key.

The color can be set to either “BK” (Black) or “WH” (White). Select a background
color that allows the extracted color to be easily seen.

Initial setting: “BK”

1. Move the ENT key up or down to place the cursor on “BACK”.

2. 1) Press the ENT key.

The cursor moves to “BK” (or “WH”).

2) Move the ENT key up or down to select “WH” (or “BK”).

3) Press the ENT key to accept the color.

The screens on the right show the difference between black and white
backgrounds on the “PROCES1” screen.

ENT

ENT

ENT

ENT

PROG
WINDOW 1
COLOR

SEN • 5
BACK • BK
IGNORE
AUTO
COPY
REGISTER
ZOOM  1

170, 156

T=000017
PROCES1
- - - - - - - -

When “BK” is selected for the background

When “WH” is selected for the background

SELECT
SEN • 5
BACK • BK
IGNORE
AUTO

SEN • 5
BACK • WH
IGNORE

SEN • 5
BACK • BK
IGNORE

PROG
WINDOW 1
COLOR

SEN • 5
BACK • BK
IGNORE
AUTO
COPY
REGISTER
ZOOM  1

234, 210

T=000017
PROCES1
- - - - - - - -
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“IGNORE” setting

Setting: 1 to 20
Select the color not to be extracted when you use the “AUTO” function to extend
the range of the color extraction.
When you place the cursor on a certain point and press the ENT key, the color at
this point will not be extracted. Up to 20 points can be specified.
When you select more than 20 colors, the firstly selected point is erased.

Note: Set “IGNORE” after you select a color in “SELECT” and before you use the
“AUTO” function.

“COPY” setting

Setting: W1 to W8, P1, P2
“W” represents a window No.
“P” represents a position adjustment No.

The “COLOR” setting of one window No. or position adjustment No. can be copied
to another window No. or position adjustment No.

1. Move the ENT key up or down to place the cursor on “COPY”.

2. 1) Press the ENT key.

The cursor disappears and “W1” appears initially.

2) Move the ENT key up or down to select the original window No. or position
adjustment No.

3) Press the ENT key to accept the window No. or position adjustment No.

The window No. or position adjustment No. settings are copied.

Number of points
to be ignored.

ENT

ENT

ENT

ENT

BACK • BK
IGNORE
AUTO
COPY

SEN • 5
BACK • BK
             10
AUTO

BACK • BK
IGNORE
AUTO
COPY
REGISTER

IGNORE
AUTO
COPY  W1
REGISTER
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4.5.4 Advanced “Position Adjustment” Setting
To perform accurate position adjustment, you need to set not only the “COLOR”
setting but also the position adjustment mode according to the target. This section
explains each position adjustment mode and the setting procedure.
Refer to page 18 for details about each mode.

Mode selection

1. Move the ENT key up or down to place the cursor on “MODE”.

2. Press the ENT key and select a mode from the following selection.

P: Set the image to be saved and the window (range) to be searched.

X: Search only the X-coordinate of the pattern edge in the X window (range).

ENT

ENT

ENT

Pattern window

X window

Search window

POS • 1
COLOR
MODE • P
PW
SW
SEN • 2

MODE 
  P
  X
  Y
  X + Y
  X > Y
  Y > X

PROG
POS • 1
COLOR
MODE • P
PW
SW
SPEED • 2

X=  000
Y=  000

MAT   00
TOL
X = +500

 = +    0
Y = +480

 = +    0
MAT   50
T=000053
PROCES1
- - - - - - - -

PROG
POS • 1
COLOR
MODE • X
XW

FILTER
026,238
174,300

TOL
X = +500

 = +    0
Y = +480

 = +    0

T=000034
PROCES1
- - - - - - - -
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Y: Search only the Y-coordinate of the pattern edge in the Y window (range).

X+Y: Search the X- and Y-coordinates of the pattern edges in the X and Y
windows (ranges).

X>Y: Search the X-coordinate of the pattern edge first and then search the
Ycoordinate.

X<Y: Search the Y-coordinate of the pattern edge first and then search the
Xcoordinate.

Reference: Priority position adjustment

• Example: X priority (X>Y) mode
When the X priority mode is selected, the X-coordinate of the pattern edge is
searched in the X window. The result (the difference between the registered
Xcoordinate value and the searched X-coordinate value) is used to shift the
position of the Y window, and then the Y-coordinate of the pattern edge is
searched.

• When the preferred edge position is extremely different from the registered
position and the shifted window disappears from the screen, the NG output is
produced regardless of the coordinate value.

Y window

X window Y window

X window

Registered screen Y window is shifted.

Y window is shifted off of the screen.

PROG
POS • 1
COLOR
MODE • Y

YW
FILTER

258,066
302,222

TOL
X = +500

 = +    0
Y = +480

 = +    0

T=000036
PROCES1
- - - - - - - -

PROG
POS • 1
COLOR
MODE •X+Y
XW
YW
FILTER

X=  000
Y=  000

TOL
X = +500

 = +    0
Y = +480

 = +    0

T=000035
PROCES1
- - - - - - - -

Y window
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“SPEED” (Speed) setting

You can set “SPEED” only in “P” mode.

Setting: 0 to 5 (Initial setting: 2)

Use “SPEED” to change the speed (accuracy) of the search.

• A setting of “0” shortens the processing time; a setting of “5” lengthens it.

• If a similar pattern is positioned near the target, set “SPEED” to “5” for a more
accurate search.

1. Move the ENT key up or down to place the cursor on “SPEED”.

2. 1) Press the ENT key.

The cursor moves to the numerical value line.

2) Move the ENT key up or down to change the numerical value.

3. Press the ESCAPE key to accept the value and exit the “SPEED” setting.

“XW”/”YW” setting

You can set “XW” or “YW” only in a mode other than “P” mode.

• Set a search window (range) to detect the edge of a pattern.

XW: Set a window in the X-axis direction. The pattern is searched from the left
of the screen.

YW: Set a window in the Y-axis direction. The pattern is searched from the top
of the screen.

• On the screen, the X window is drawn with a solid line and the Y window is
drawn with a dashed line.

• When “MODE•X” is selected, “YW” is not displayed. When “MODE•Y” is se-
lected, “XW” is not displayed.

“FILTER” setting

ENT

ENT

ENT

ESCAPE

X window Y window

SW
SPEED  2
X = 000

SW
SPEED  2
X = 000

MODE •X+Y
XW
YW
FILTER

PROG
POS • 1
COLOR
MODE •X+Y
XW
YW
FILTER

X=  000
Y=  000

TOL
X = +500

 = +    0
Y = +480

 = +    0

T=000035
PROCES1
- - - - - - - -
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Set the edge detection method in the window drawn in the “XW” and “YW” settings.

RNGE (Range) : 1 to 64 (Initial setting: 5)

LENG (Length) : 1 to 64 (Initial setting: 5)

DET (Detection) : C (Color): The first edge of the extracted color in the window
is detected.

  B (Back): The first edge of the background in the window is
detected.

1. Move the ENT key up or down to place the cursor on “FILTER”.

2. 1) Press the ENT key.

2) Move the ENT key up or down to select the item to be changed.

3) Press the ENT key to accept the item. Move the ENT key up or down to
change the value or select “C” or “B”.

4) Press the ESCAPE key to accept the value and exit the “FILTER” setting.

Reference: Filter function

* Small dots such as noise components can be ignored unless the dot size is larger than
the set range or length.

Example in X window

ENT

ENT

ENT

ENT

ESCAPE

• RNGE (Range)
Recognize the edge when the
detected range of the extracted
pattern exceeds the set range.

• LENG (Length)
Recognize the edge when the
detected length of the extracted
pattern exceeds the set length.

Cursor

Range

Example in X window

Cursor

Length

YW
FILTER
        +400

XW
RNGE    5
LENG     5
DET       C
YW
RNGE    5
LENG     5
DET       C

XW XWNoise
component*

Noise
component*
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“TOL” (Tolerance) setting

Set the tolerance by using coordinate values or deviation

COORD (Coordinate): Use the absolute coordinate to show the current coordinate
and set the tolerance.

DEV (Deviation): Use the amount of the deviation from the reference value
(registered screen) to show the current coordinate and set
the tolerance.

1. Move the ENT key up or down to place the cursor on “TOL”.

2. 1) Press the ENT key.

2) Move the ENT key up or down to select “COORD” or “DEV”.

3. Press the ESCAPE key to accept the selection and exit the “TOL” setting.

ENT

ENT

ENT

ESCAPE

TOL
X = +100
   = +100

   COORD
   DEV

Example in Y window

• LENG (Length)

Cursor

Range

Example in Y window

Cursor

Length

YW

Noise
component*

Noise
component*

• RNGE (Range)

YW
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4.5.5 Illumination Adjustment Function
The illumination adjustment function automatically compensates for the brightness
of the illumination. Use this function to obtain stable detection even if the light
intensity gradually changes over time. The illumination adjustment function can be
used in each measurement mode.

Processing time for illumination adjustment
• [AREA•CON] mode

The response is delayed for several seconds due to the illumination adjustment;
however, the whole processing time is the same.

• [AREA•TRG] mode

The processing time becomes approximately 17 ms longer.

• [AREA+POS], [ABS•POS], and [REL•POS] modes

The processing time becomes approximately 17 ms longer.

1. 1) Move the ENT key up or down to place the cursor on “ILLU”.

2) Press the ENT key.

The cursor moves to “OFF”.

3) Move the ENT key up or down to change “OFF” to “ON”.

2. 1) Press the ENT key.

A window (frame) appears on the screen.

2) Move the ENT key horizontally or vertically to move the window to a position
with moderate brightness. Do not place the window on the target.

3) Press the ENT key to accept the window position and exit the “ILLU” setting.

Note: Set the illumination adjustment window to a position with moderate bright-
ness. When the window is set in a position which is too bright or too dark, the
illumination adjustment easily becomes saturated by a subtle change in brightness,
resulting in unstable detection.

ENT

ENT

ENT

ENT

ENT

ENT

L=000000
ILLU
    OFF

L=000000
ILLU
    OFF

L=000000
ILLU
    ON

PROG
No 0
MODE

AREA•CON
SHUTTER
REGISTER

WINDOW 1
MEASURE

164,028
  338,094

ILLU
ON

T=000017
RAW SCRN
- - - - - - - -
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4.5.6 Erasing Settings
You can erase part of the setting.

Erasing window

1. Use the ENT and ESCAPE keys to place the cursor on the item to be
erased.

2. Press the CLEAR key.

The message “ERASE PROGRAM N/Y” appears.

• To cancel erasing the window, select “N” and press the ENT key.
• To erase the window, select “Y” and press the ENT key.

Items can be erased

Erasing color setting (Items set in “SELECT” in the “COLOR” menu)

1. Use the ENT and ESCAPE keys to place the cursor on “SELECT”,
“AUTO”, or “COPY”.

2. Press the CLEAR key for 2 seconds.
The message “ERASE COLOR PROGRAM N/Y” appears.

• To cancel erasing the color setting, select “N” and press the ENT key.
• To erase the color setting, select “Y” and press the ENT key.

edoM metI erudecorP desareebotmetI

,]NOC•AERA[
,]GRT•AERA[
]SOP+AERA[

wodniwtnemerusaeM
dna"ERUSAEM"norosrucehtecalP

.yekRAELCehtsserp
wodniW

wodniwksaM
dna"KSAM"norosrucehtecalP

.yekRAELCehtsserp
wodniwksaM

CLEAR

CLEAR

S114

MEASURE
  200,150
  400,300

PROG
WINDOW 1
COLOR
MEASURE
   146,146
   298,242
MASK
  - - -, - - -
  - - -, - - -
DETECT
  MEASURE
  000000
  TOL 
H=000000
L=000000

T=000017
RAW SCRN
- - - - - - - 
 

ERASE PROGRAM  N / Y

SELECT
  SEN • 5
  BACK • BK

PROG
POS • 1
COLOR

SELECT
SEN • 5
BACK • BK
IGNORE
AUTO
COPY
REGISTER

T=000063
PROCES1
- - - - - - - -

ERASE COLOR PROGRAM  N / Y
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4.6 Initialization

Initialize the CV-301 series when you want to reset all of the settings or when the
unit operates abnormally.

Note: After initialization, all settings are cleared to the factory-set values.

If you need to save the settings, save them through the RS-232C or take note of
the necessary settings.

4.6.1 Initialization Procedure
1. Hold down the remote control console’s CLEAR key and turn on the

power supply unit.
The message "ERASE ALL PROGRAM N/Y" appears on the screen.
To cancel initialization, press the ENT key while “N” is selected.

2. Move the ENT key to the right and select “Y”.

3. Press the ENT key.

The CV-301 series is initialized.

CLEAR

ENT

ENT

KEYENCE

<CV-300>

<ERASE ALL PROGRAM  N / Y>

<ERASE ALL PROGRAM N /  Y >
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4.6.2 Initialization by Program No.
You can initialize the settings of one of the 16 programs.

1. Use the ENT and ESCAPE keys to place the cursor on “No”.

2. Press the CLEAR key for 2 seconds.
The message “ERASE PROGRAM N/Y” appears.

• To cancel erasing the program No., select “N” and press the ENT key.
• To erase the program No., select “Y” and press the ENT key.

ENT

ESCAPE

CLEAR

No 1
MODE
  AREA•CON

PROG
No 1
MODE
  AREA•CON
SHUTTER
REGISTER

WINDOW 1
  MEASURE
   000000
   TOL
H=000000
L=000000
ILLU
    OFF

T=00017
RAW SCRN
- - - - - - - 
 

ERASE PROGRAM  N / Y
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4.7 Input/Output Operation in PROGRAM Mode

Even in PROGRAM mode, the CV-301 series accepts a trigger input or provides a
busy output so that the measurement result and numerical value are displayed on
the screen. The comparator output is not provided. This operation can be used as
a test operation for adjustment.

Each input/output operation in the PROGRAM mode is listed in the following table.

Note: A trigger input is not accepted in PROGRAM mode during the setting proce-
dure such as when drawing a window or extracting a color. A trigger input is not
accepted when the remote control console’s TRIGGER key cannot be used.

lanimrettupnI GRT langisgnimitroftupnireggirT delbanE

rotcennoctupnI

TSP tupninoitcelesY/XeulavetanidrooC delbasiD

TES/NUR tupninoitcelesmargorP/nuR delbasiD

3Cot0C tupni.oNmargorP delbasiD

lanimrettuptuO

8OWot1OW tuptuorotarapmocwodniW delbasiD

ROW 8OWot1OWfotuptuorO delbasiD

OTS langisebortstuptuO delbasiD

YSUB tuptuolangisysuB delbanE

tuptuO
rotcennoc

ELOP.P tuptuongisatadnoitisoP delbasiD

8Pot0P tuptuoatadnoitisoP delbasiD

OEDIV tuptuolangisoediV delbanE

ONOM )tuptuoetihw-dna-kcalb(tuptuolangisoediV delbanE
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4.8 Changing Environmental Setting

The environmental setting includes the white balance adjustment and external
input settings. This section describes each environmental setting and the proce-
dure to change the setting.

4.8.1 Change Environmental Setting
You can set or check the following items in the environmental setting.

1. Adjust the white balance.
2. Select the option to use the remote control console or I/O connectors to change

program No.
3. Change the output form.
4. Change the RS-232C communication speed.
5. Change the display language to Japanese or English.

White balance adjustment

It is necessary to adjust the color of a white image to be projected white in the
current illumination. This adjustment is called the white balance adjustment. Adjust
the white balance whenever you change the target or the illumination.

1. In PROGRAM mode, press the ESCAPE key for 2 seconds. The environ-
mental setting menu appears.

2. Press the ENT key to place the cursor on “—” in the “WHITE BALANCE”
menu.

3. Move the ENT key right. “SET” appears at the cursor position.

WHITE BALANCE

CHANGE

OUT MODE

RS232C BPS

LANGUAGE

- - -

CONSOLE

N.O.

  9600

ENGLISH

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

WHITE BALANCE

CHANGE

OUT MODE

RS232C BPS

LANGUAGE

- - -

CONSOLE

N.O.

  9600

ENGLISH

ESCAPE

ENT

ENT WHITE BALANCE SET
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4. Press the ENT key.

A square frame and the message “<WHITE BALANCE> SET WHITE PAPER”
appears at the center of the screen, and a rectangular window appears on the
right end of the screen. Place a white paper in front of the camera.

5. Press the ENT key.
“O” marks appear in the menu window. When five marks appear, the white
balance adjustment is completed.

6. Press the ESCAPE key. The screen returns to the environmental setting
menu.

Other settings

1. Set the remote control console’s slide switch to “PROGRAM”.

2. Press the ESCAPE key for 2 seconds. The environmental setting menu
appears.

The cursor is placed on the “WHITE BALANCE” setting.

ENT

White paper

ENT

Marks

ESCAPE

ESCAPE

R =   157
G =   163
B =   160

●●●●●

WHITE BALANCE

CHANGE

OUT MODE

RS232C BPS

LANGUAGE

- - -

CONSOLE

N.O.

  9600

ENGLISH

RUN
WHITE
BALANCE

R =    253
G =    223
B  =   255

<WHITE BALANCE> 
SET WHITE PAPER

RUN
PROG
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3. Move the ENT key up or down to place the cursor on the item to be
changed.
Every time the ENT key is moved, the cursor moves to the next item and
displays the item in reverse video.

4. Move the ENT key right or left to select the desired setting.

5. Press the ENT key to accept the setting.

6. Press the ESCAPE key. The screen returns to the environmental setting
menu.

Description of each item

“*” indicates the initial setting value.

ENT

WHITE BALANCE

CHANGE

OUT MODE

RS232C BPS

LANGUAGE

- - -

TERMINAL

N.O.

  9600

ENGLISH

ENT

ENT

ESCAPE

metiuneM gnitteS noitpircseD esopruP

11111 -ETIHW
ECNALAB

*——— delbasiD ———

TES delbanE .ecnalabetihwtsujdA

22222 EGNAHC
*ELOSNOC

lortnocetomeresU
egnahcotelosnoc

.oNmargorp

otelosnoclortnocetomeresU
.oNmargorptceles

LANIMRET
otrotcennocO/IesU
.oNmargorpegnahc

yllanretxeotrotcennocO/IesU
.edomNURni.oNmargorptceles

33333 EDOMTUO

*.O.N nepo-yllamroN

rotarapmocwodniwedivorP
nepo-yllamronagnisutuptuo

noitcetednehwtuptuo(tcatnoc
.)secnarelotfotuositluser

.C.N desolc-yllamroN

rotarapmocwodniwedivorP
desolc-yllamronagnisutuptuo
noitcetednehwtuptuo(tcatnoc

.)secnarelotnihtiwsitluser

44444 SPBC232-SR
/002,91/*006.9

004,83
noitacinummocteS

.deeps
deepsnoitacinummocegnahC

.).ces/stibfo.on(

55555 EGAUGNAL
*HSILGNE .egaugnalhsilgnEesU .hsilgnEotyalpsidunemegnahC

ESENAPAJ .egaugnalesenapaJesU
otyalpsidunemegnahC

.esenapaJ
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MEMO




